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Windows 10 is getting a Microsoft-built Linux kernel [3] [Ed: It's calling swallowing the competition and it's intended to
make this competition obsolete. UEFI [4] already makes it harder to boot, let alone install.]

Microsoft is adding its own open-sourced Linux kernel to Windows 10 to improve
performance of Windows Subsystem on Linux.

Microsoft Announces Windows Subsystem for Linux 2 [5] [Ed: The very fact that longtime Microsoft boosters such as Bogdan
Popa celebrate WSL2 should tell us who has the upper hand.]

Microsoft Brings a Full Linux Kernel to Windows 10 [6] [Ed: Today, Bogdan Popa wrote not one but several articles about
WSL; these are people with a history of GNU/Linux bashing and endless Microsoft loyalty. It's a reason for great caution. The
concept of googlebombing and controlling the narrative (perception management) is poorly understood by people. Microsoft
does this with bloggers to quell/silence competing views, making them seem 'marginal'.]

Canonical announces support for Ubuntu on Windows Subsystem for Linux 2 [7] [Ed: Dear Canonical. Stop sucking up so
hard to Microsoft. You're making them blush while they attack you [8].]

Microsoft Unveils Visual Studio Online In Build2019 [9] [Ed: Microsoft Visual Studio Online = surveillance while you code.
GDPR violation, too. Microsoft Visual Studio = surveillance inside your code (compiled). Proprietary software too. Visual
Studio Code = openwashing this surveillance.]

Windows Subsystem for Linux 2 (WSL): Microsoft #Build2019 [10] [Ed: Microsoft tries to blur the difference between Vista
10 and GNU/Linux so that people won't see a reason to change and their confusion alone would discourage an understanding
of the reasons.]

The first version of Windows Subsystem for Linux (WSL) in 2016. It has been said that the
new subsystem will be based on Linux 4.19 LTS kernel. WSL 2 will also support running
Linux Docker containers natively, so that VMs are no longer required. Windows Terminal and
WSL 2 are both coming in mid-June.

The Year Of Linux On The Desktop ? at last! Windows Subsystem for Linux 2 brings the Linux kernel into Windows[11]
[Ed: To The Register it is "Year Of Linux On The Desktop" only when Microsoft hijacks it to discourage people from actually
running [12] it (except as an 'app' in Windows, from the Microsoft "Store")]

Windows 10 To Soon Ship With Full Linux Kernel [13] [Ed: I am still seeing no announcement about Windows going all GPL
and shipping in full with GNU/Linux systems. It's a one-way relationship.]
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